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NEWS BITES
BAUE Visits Bay Area Hyperbarics
By Mark Lloyd
BAUE was invited to visit the
Hyperbaric Medicine and
Chamber at Bay Area
Hyperbarics on October 20th. A
few of us took advantage of
this and sat through a short

Even though the
briefing by the staff, then a
demonstration of the chamber
with Marlies and Mark Lloyd
doing a 33 ft dry dive. It was a
lot of fun and good information
for anyone who dives regularly.

Marine Life Presentation at Point Lobos
By Susan Bird
Early this morning 8 BAUE
have a wonderful time...
members met at Point Lobos to
including BAUE members and
support the 2nd Annual Verde
the students. After an hour of
Valley High School Marine Life
show & tell discussion, the
Presentation
students
Event. We
helped us to
“ALL PARTICIPANTS
prepared three
return the
TOOK TIME AWAY
stations, then
creatures to
FROM THEIR FULL
jumped in the
the sea. It was
TIME JOBS TO SUPPORT
water to collect
a fun, fulfilling
as many
way to spend
THIS EVENT”
creatures as our
the morning,
teams could
find. Clinton Bauder helped
organize the stations once we
had gathered plenty of critters
to display, and when the
students arrived, we were
ready! Students congregated
around the three stations,
admiring the collection of
creatures, and listening to our
members describe the marine
life. Everyone appeared to

CA PARK SYSTEM
SUPPORT

and both
Ranger Chuck & the
representatives from VVHS were
extremely appreciative of
our efforts. Special thanks to
team members: Clinton Bauder,
for his expertise on nudibranchs
and other (somewhat) slimy
creatures. Sami Laine, who
answered difficult questions
from students about currents
and their effect on our local
[Pick the date] [Edition 1, Volume 1]

proposition that would of
added $18 to your motor
vehicle registration has
failed. The California State
Parks Foundation has put
up a link so those that want
to, can still contribute their
$18.00. Apparently about
$40,000.00 has been raised
so far.
The information from the
CSPF website is shown
below:
“CSPF continues the fight
for State Parks. You can
help by symbolically
"sponsoring" the vehicles
that could have provided
$18 a year for state parks.”
Link to provide support:
https://secure3.convio.net/
cspf/site/Donation2?df_id=
1740&1740.donation=form1
&s_src=homepage_text

marine environment. Mike
Jimenez, who photographed
the underwater collection
activities of his team. Leah
Wadler, who managed a
gigantic bag full of squirming
critters Sandra Warshawsky, for
her careful & maternalistic
handling of her Pycnopodia	
  

(Sunflower star). Gary Banta,
who impressed the students
with his map & knowledge of
local topography, and Andrew
Bell, who collected critters like a
professional marine biologist. All
participants took time away
from their full time jobs to
support this event-- and for that

we thank you! We will continue
to support these kinds of
activities at Point Lobos, as part
of our community outreach
endeavors. Photo’s here:
http://www.baue.org/images/g
alleries/v/events/Marine+Scienc
e+Presentation/

DUI TLS350 Recall
For Suits Manufactured

layer may allow water to

Sept ’09-Nov ’09. If you own

seep through the fabric. DUI

a DUI TLS350 dry suit

used that material to make

manufactured from

TLS350 dry suits from

September 2009 through

September 2009 through

November 2009, here's a

November 2009. If you've

heads up. DUI received 4

been bothered by an

reports of unexplained damp

unexplained damp spot,

spots inside the suit.

check the manufactured

Investigation identified

date inside your DUI suit to

inconsistencies in the butyl

see if your suit might be

rubber layer of a single batch

affected. The manufactured

of TLS material produced by

date with the suit serial

a single supplier. In some (but

number can be found in two

not all) cases, microscopic air

places:

bubbles in the butyl rubber

L ABEL INSIDE THE BACK OF THE
DRYSUIT

B OTTOM OF THE WATERPROOF
ZIPPER

BAUE TRAVELERS
Into the Mexican Cenotes: Cave 1 with Danny Riordan
By Kathy Dicker
The Mexican Cenotes and

Danny Riordan, my future

the Zero Gravity guys

cave instructor, and

captured my heart last

asked to return to the

summer. Just 4 months after

Cenotes under his

returning to the States I had a

guidance. He invited me

major dilemma: The longing

back to Mexico and with

to revisit the Cenotes had

incredible compassion

grown painful, but I didn’t

offered a week of his

have a team to take the

time for private cavern

Cave 1 class. I wrote to

guiding. My plan was to
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enjoy this second cavern trip,

revealed to the wonders of

in a single day. Throughout

stick around for a couple of

the caves. Throughout Cave

this work, the learning was

weeks to attend the GUE

1, Danny’s lessons were

fun, challenging, very

Conference, and learn more

unforgettable. In those five

rewarding, and incredibly

about the global aspects of

days, he skillfully led our class

informative.

GUE.

deeper into the dark

Fortunately, a Cave 1 class

passages while introducing

During those the long days

starting the next week just

failures and skill scenarios.

filled with lectures and

happened to have space

challenges, Danny

open . Our class had two

This is a reminder that for those that

worked diligently and

students, and a third joined

have not renewed that there is exciting

respectfully to impart

stuff coming up for current 2011 members.

the skills in a way that

on day one. It was quite
good fortune that my

Push the donate button on the BAUE

we would never

classmate Olof was also a

site for PayPal or send a check to BAUE at

Swedish Fundies instructor

765 Spruce Street, Berkeley, CA 94707.

and so Danny taught the

If anyone needs a tax receipt, I can make

can not learn, it's the

class in both Imperial and

those. Email me directly.

teacher’s failure.” At

Metric (which built the skill

Suzanne.Baird@baue.org

forget. In his humble
words: “If a student

the end, I was thrilled

necessary skills to join this

to learn both Olof

international team). During

and I earned a full

the cavern dives we were
introduced to the cave
environment, instilled in a
strong safety ethic, and

The training went on and on

Cave 1 pass!

and often we were burning
through two sets of doubles

New Years in Cave Country
By Allison Lee
For New Year's 2011, Team Kitty took to the caves. Since Rob and I were on the east coast to visit our
parents for Christmas anyway, of course we had to
swing by Florida for a few days of diving. Kevin
actually went out there several days before us, and
stayed for about a week, and our trips overlapped
for a couple of days. Rob didn't bring his camera, but
I brought the Hero cam, which I have come to love. I
don't love editing video, though.
So for now I am just posting a screen captured
image from the video (hence the lower than usual
quality of the pics!). Some day in the future (possibly
after I retire), I am sure I will edit all of the video, and I will post it here. Many more details can, of course,
be found on Allison's blog at: http://coldwaterkitty.blogspot.com

Mark and Marlies Lloyd in Costa Rica
By Mark Lloyd
We flew down to Costa

initially disappointed with the

we arrived, it did improve

Rica over the holidays to

quite a lot during the week

check out what Central

we were out. We used Deep

America has to offer for

Blue diving as our dive shop

diving and touring. In

and were happy with the

summary the area we stayed

service and boats that they

at was Playa del Coco,

used.

Guanacaste, which is a

Overall our experience

beach area with a couple of

was pretty good with lots to

dive shops and a good place

do in Costa Rica above as

to start either diving or

well as below the water. Oh,

touring. The weather was

and the bakeries are pretty

fantastic the majority of the

good too.

time and although we were

visibility when
All the Costa Rica travelogues are

PET Exploration Week, Dec

located on my website at:

2010

http://mlloyd.homedns.org/2010/12

By Beto Nava
GUE, CINDAQ and PET members

Aktun-Hu

Alejandro Alvarez, Sam Meacham, Roberto

System and documenting sections of Hoyo

Chavez Arce, Gideon Liew, Jacob Mellow and

Negro. The team explored 5 new cenotes. Three

Beto Nava joined effort for another week of

of them were North-East of White River

exploration and documentation in

entrance. These cenotes: La Fuente, El Celestial
y La Capilla, were connected to Aktun-Hu
bringing the cave system to 27 entrances and
about 110,000 ft on survey passages. La Capilla
was of exceptional beautiful with many
formations resembling Italian sculptures.
A new area 3km south of Aktun-hu needed a
day trekking through the jungle. The team
located 3 entrances on the same depression
and was able to explore two of them. One of
them had a promising tunnel leading NW. These
cenotes were named Triangulo A, B, C. The
team spent 3 days working on mapping the

Tulum/Mexico. The project was divided into

Hoyo Negro pit. Perimeter surveys were

exploring new cenotes in the vicinity of the

conducted at 40ft, 60ft and 80ft as well as
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detailed wall measurements at the 40ft

others.

perimeter. Several floor-ceiling profiles were
conducted using a Vexilar LPS1 portable
sounder in order to evaluate the device for a
more detailed mapping of the bottom.
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During the last day of the project Dr Ed
Reinhardt provided/supervised the team with a
hydro-lab that was taken to Hoyo Negro to
collect a vertical profile. The device was slowly
lowered from the top of the pit until it reached
the bottom in order to measured several
components, including salinity, pH and many

New Certifications
Fundamentals (rec)

MEMBER NEWS

Tiffany Murzi

Congratulations to Nick Radov and his

Jason Adelaars

Preston Flatley

wife.

Andrew Hill

Una Loren Radov was born on 10/05/2010 at

Ken Yuan

Stanford Hospital and weighed in at 8lbs 5ozs.

Michael Soldwisch

No pictures of the scooter that arrived at about
the same time, but I hear both are doing well.

Fundamentals in-progress
Lynn Brown
Brian Bell
Mykle Hoban
Cave 1
Nathalie Udo
Kathy Dicker

Membership
We have 72 members, including 10 honorary members. In addition to dues currently being collected,
we have received other generous donations from 5 members totaling $330.00.

Boats
The new yearly calendar is up to date with lots of activities and boats planned. Please have a look and
decide which boats you want to participate in. http://www.baue.org/calendar/index.php

BAUE BOARD
Susan Bird

David Chamberlin

President

Chief Technical Officer

dolphin@baue.org

mixdiver@baue.org

Clinton Bauder

Gary Banta

Vice President

Director

rule6@baue.org

gary@baue.org

Dionna House

Mark Lloyd

Secretary

Director

dhouse@baue.org

mlloyd@baue.org

Suzanne Baird

Robert Lee

Treasurer and Chief Finance Officer

Director

Suzanne.Baird@baue.org

rhlee@baue.org

Alberto Nava
Chief Planning Officer
cavediver@baue.org

Newsletter
Please submit your articles and questions to mlloyd@baue.org

